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My aunt hands me a bowl of Chef Boyardee and we
settle in, in front of the TV. On top of it, she has arranged
a few Garfields, a Lucite pen holder, vanilla incense, and a
memo pad from an auto glass shop in Concrete. The pen
holder and the memo pad are taped to the TV. Because
there are only one or two channels that we get and they
frequently fade out or cloud over with interference, most of
our TV watching is involuntary and achronological, a kind
of anthropological dumb show wherein we watch segments
of competing old westerns, switching to late night shows
and Jackie Gleason re-runs when reception is particularly
atrocious. My aunt lights the incense and turns on a show
about African game animals. On a show that is probably
Mutual of Omaha’s Wild Kingdom, we see a female lion
placidly sitting in the grass with a young gazelle’s neck in
its mouth.
My aunt looks up. “What is a three-legged thing
for sitting?” I look away from the TV. “Do you want a Ho
Ho?” my aunt adds.
“Ho Hos after dinner,” I remind my aunt.
“How many letters?”
“Five,” my aunt says in Chinese.
“Stool,” I say.
We watch the gazelle. Its breathing is rapid and
shallow. Its eyes are glassy. The gazelle is seven months
old and does not have its legs yet. The narrator says it is in
shock brought on by the pressure of the lion’s powerful jaws
and the weight of its body. My aunt stares at something on
top of the TV. “I can see the gazelle’s eyes.”
“When will the gazelle die?” I ask my aunt.
“Already dead.”
My aunt has trouble understanding when something
is dying on TV and when something is dead in real life
and that already dead is not the same thing as the fiction of
watching it on TV. “They won’t show that on TV.”
“Gazelle. Already dead,” my aunt says. She adds,
“not already dying.”
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The show ends with an African sunset. Before the
credits roll, my aunt turns to a show about men pulling
tractors with their teeth.
Because we don’t watch TV continuously or closely,
a few seasons or even decades of TV can pass before us
without us quite realizing it, and by three or four a.m. my
aunt seems to be a part of the anthropology of somebody
else’s TV set. And yet watching my aunt watch TV makes
me believe something about myself, like I am going to walk
into a room and say something to someone who is there,
like what are we having for dinner tonight? or did you
hear about the person who put a quarter in someone else’s
parking meter and was arrested for it? or it makes me want
to talk about my family sitting around the TV listening
to Chet Huntley talk about the Vietnam War when my
mother says it is time to get up and eat dinner and we
get up and eat our rice with red chopsticks out of bowls
(one of them is green) my father made and sometimes we
never say anything at dinner. Watching my aunt watch TV
is deeply optimistic and romantic because most of these
things I am thinking about never happen when I am alone,
but they remain a kind of background music of “splendid
conversation” (Emerson said that about Carlyle’s writing
once) and everyday things going on in my head. For the
two of us, watching television slowly, as evening goes
into morning and the sound going in and out, is a lot like
watching a plant reproduce.
Although we’re vague in what we watch, we have
communal watching preferences. 2 We especially like to see
things about sharks, any form of mental illness, physiological
studies of sex in humans (as if they were primates), dating
shows of people my age or just a little bit older, strange
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This could signify a more communal watching approach to television. For those
25 and older, the difference was not as large (19 percent of those 25-44 had ...
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